The human tongue is composed of multiple internal muscles that work collaboratively during the production of speech. Assessment of muscle mechanics can help understand the creation of tongue motion, interpret clinical observations, and predict surgical outcomes. Although various methods have been proposed for computing the tongue's motion, associating motion with muscle activity in an interdigitated fiber framework has not been studied. In this work, we aim to develop a method that reveals different tongue muscles' activities in different time phases during speech. We use fourdimensional tagged magnetic resonance (MR) images and static high-resolution MR images to obtain tongue motion and muscle anatomy, respectively. Then we compute strain tensors and local tissue compression along the muscle fiber directions in order to reveal their shortening pattern. This process relies on the support from multiple image analysis methods, including super-resolution volume reconstruction from MR image slices, segmentation of internal muscles, tracking the incompressible motion of tissue points using tagged images, propagation of muscle fiber directions over time, and calculation of strain in the line of action, etc. We evaluated the method on a control subject and two postglossectomy patients in a controlled speech task. The normal subject's tongue muscle activity shows high correspondence with the production of speech in different time instants, while both patients' muscle activities show different patterns from the control due to their resected tongues. This method shows potential for relating overall tongue motion to particular muscle activity, which may provide novel information for future clinical and scientific studies.
INTRODUCTION
The motor control of human tongue muscles has been of great interest to oral surgeons, neurologists, and speech pathologists, but is challenging to understand because the tongue is composed of orthogonal interdigitated muscles that interact with each other to create myriad shapes critical for producing speech [1] [2] [3] . In a normal subject's speech, the tongue is highly deformable and performs precise motion over short periods of time. However, for a patient who has received glossectomy surgery to remove a cancerous section of the tongue, the abnormal tongue morphology may result in defective muscle coordination and impaired speech function [4, 5] . We are therefore interested in linking the activity of each internal tongue muscle to different overall tongue motions.
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is a noninvasive technique that is capable of imaging both anatomical structures and tissue motion. Tagged MR imaging places magnetic "tags" within a region of tissue that deform together with the tongue. The motion information of the tongue is captured in the deformed tags and can be extracted by processing a time sequence of tagged MR images during speech [6] . However, tagged MR images provide only low resolution anatomical information. Therefore, to reveal the internal tongue muscles and their fiber direction, static high-resolution MR images are acquired in the same slice locations when the tongue is in a resting state. These images have much better resolution than tagged MR images and are used to manually segment tongue muscles and show their anatomical structure. otion of the ton ressibility [10] . y because vario complex princi he problem by h-resolution im muscles, yieldi speech and m both sources o ed to deal with es from slices tensors. We de f muscle fibers ed speech task 1(b)) are acqu th 26 time fram pronounce /s/, [6] at every tim D motion slices hree-dimension c) and
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CONCLUSION
In this work we have described a method for analysis of motor control of internal tongue muscles. The method combined both sources of information acquired from tagged and high-resolution MR images, and used SLA along the muscle fibers to reveal tissue compression consistent with muscle activation. Preliminary results on a small number of subjects were obtained, which showed high correspondence between muscle activities and speech production, demonstrating the method's potential to aid future motor control studies.
